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Resources to support learning:

FFET Award Challenge for this Learning Programme:

History

Learning Programme 5
The LORIC skill focus for his LP is: COMMUNICATION. Literacy:

•  Capital letters must be used at the start 

of sentences and for the first letter of 

proper nouns

•  Full stops must be used at the end of a 

sentence 

•  Question marks must be used at the 

end of a question

•  Apostrophes should only be used for 

possession or omission 

•  Days of the week and months must be 

spelled correctly

•  Key words must be spelled correctly

The Moral Virtues focus for this LP are: COURAGE and HUMILITY.

Courage - Acting with bravery and overcoming fears.

Humility - Having a modest view of oneself.

What will I be learning about in this Learning Programme?

The rise of the creation of a dictatorship in Nazi Germany and the rule of Nazi Germany.

Where have I seen this learning before?

Pupils have looked at the ideology of the Nazi Party in LP3 as well as in year 9.

What could I use it for? 

The information gathered will be crucial for GCSE summer examinations.

In LP5.1, I will know: 13/05/24 - (WK 1)

Seneca (Set on a Thursday) Revision 

Booklet.

In LP5.2, I will know: 20/05/24 - (WK 2)

how to evaluate how successful Elizabeth I's was in dealing with her challenges;

how to measure the religious challenges that Elizabeth I faced at the time.

Catholic

Seneca (Set on a Thursday) Revision 

Booklet.

how to assess Elizabeth I's role in English society when she became Queen;

how to investigate the challenges that Elizabeth I faced when she became Queen;

how to assess what Elizabethan England society was like. Society 

In LP5.3, I will know: 03/06/24 - (WK 1)

how to interpret the challenges that were posed to Elizabeth's religious settlement;

how to understand why Mary Queen of Scots posed a threat to the reign of Elizabeth I.

Protestant

Seneca (Set on a Thursday) Revision 

Booklet.

In LP5.4, I will know: 10/06/24 - (WK 2)

how to examine why the Revolt of the Northern Earls posed a threat to Elizabeth I;

how to respond to my written feedback and complete response tasks.

Religious Settlement

Seneca (Set on a Thursday) Revision 

Booklet.

In LP5.5, I will know:                                                             17/06/24 - (WK 1)

how to assess the increase in rivalry between Spain and England;

how to investigate the key reasons why Elizabeth I and Phillip II went to war;

how to assess what Spanish strengths for their invasion of England. Northern Earls

Seneca (Set on a Thursday) Revision 

Booklet.

In LP5.6, I will know:                                                             24/06/24 - (WK 2)

how to examine the key reasons why Elizabeth defeated the Spanish Armada;

how to assess the impact of Elizabeth's reputation due to the Spanish Armada. 

Francis Walshingham

Seneca (Set on a Thursday) Revision 

Booklet.

In LP5.7, I will know:                                                             01/07/24 - (WK 1)

how to measure the changes that occurred in Elizabethan England towards sport;

how to investigate the changes to theatre that occurred in Elizabethan England;

how to assess what educational provisions there were in Elizabethan England. Armada 

Seneca (Set on a Thursday) Revision 

Booklet.

CPG revision guides, SENECA learning, BBC bitesize revision, Knowledge organisers, homework workbooks.

Create a revision pack for key topic three in paper 2.

In LP5.8, I will know:                                                             08/07/24 - (WK 2)

how to use prior knowledge to complete the assessment and reach end or exceed of year target;

how to respond to my written feedback and complete response tasks.

Fire Ship

Seneca (Set on a Thursday) Revision 

Booklet.


